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Abstract 
The work approached by me aims to highlight the Group and tracing individuals with 

which interacts congruently and convergent the local police, local police officers to perform 

with maximum efficiency the required tasks from reference documents at central and local 

level. 

A clear selection of corresponding officers as well as clear problem-solving areas of 

joint action is set up in a matter of good practice and behavioral attitude. 

In fact, I've structured my presentation on main directions such as: networking and 

cooperation with subsumed lucrative structures from City Hall, with citizens, with institutions 

of public order and national defense, with local public administration bodies, municipal, city 

and County. 

Also, I’ve treated in my work issues relating to joint police work with local volunteers, 

with local police, other local police structures in the surrounding areas and outside borders, 

and last but not least, issues of cooperation with the local police units, with higher education 

institutions which train courses in this problem. 

Therefore, I appreciate that the content of this material will complete the image of the 

work of the local policeman, considering the fact that for any adjacent mission to the areas of 

responsibility, he will combine informative documentary effort, with the Local Council, 

according to the provisions emanating from City Hall departments. 
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Introduction 
Life after 1989 showed that there is an increasingly need for a structure at the level of 

the community and in its subordination to deal with the solving of the everyday problems of 

the citizens, which affects them directly and indirectly, a lucrative lever through which the 

City Hall can directly monitor how the local Council decisions are materialized. 

If, generally, all the structures in the city have to act harmoniously and cooperatively, 

it seems that the local police for this issue sounds like a command, like something imperative, 

as a conviction to harmony.  

I strongly believe that since the entity in question is designed to operate both the 

normative acts elaborated at the central level as well as those from the departments 

subordinated to municipal councils in the form of projects to the City Council, they gain a 

legislative power at the local level, and need to be implemented. Therefore, the local police 

must maintain the informative and well understood cadence to act in various fields in 

cooperation with the departments. 

Thus we observe that the scope of local police doing is quite large, and includes inside 

the citizen, who has to be the recipient of all institutions called CITY HALL, including the 

Local police too.  
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From the work of the institution in question should not miss the educational 

arrangements, domestication, civic and educational activities for the citizens.                       

 

1. Working in conjunction of the local police departments with different departments of 

the Town Hall 

As I showed above, I think I’m not wrong when I say that there is no structure so well 

and tightly interlaced with other structures, such as the Local police. Maybe, though surely it 

is, it is its main advantage and one of springboard for generating success. 

To read and learn competences stipulated by laws and regulations and to plunge in 

work without fixing a time limit for getting the knowledge of the duties of all the directions of 

the City Hall would be a serious error. So a mandatory solution for the structure of the local 

Police officers, called local policeman, is to know in details the tasks of the management 

board which rule at the level of the community, what their expectations are and what 

administrative measures to provide legal documents that they've generated and that local 

police have put them in practice in their specified manner. 

I’m going to list below some ways, techniques and methods by which this lucrative 

networking is put in practice of annual, quarterly, monthly, weekly and daily activity between 

local police and City Hall departments. 

I appreciate that the plan with the strategic objectives of the City lay in the thumb for 

everyone, and the same happens with extracts from plans from the department tangent with 

local forces. 

Further, I’m going to underline the duties extracted from the insurance plan policy of 

order and peace. These are the conclusions extracted from the quarterly newsletters sent to the 

City Council, from those monthly offered to the mayor, as well as those revealed by the 

weekly coordination meetings. 

Based on an agreed schedule, Local police are obliged to inform about the operative 

situation and ask for moves accordingly and last but not least to be the integrating institution 

in realizing the full circuit in the relation with the citizen. Inventory reference that occurs in 

the concentration of forces and action comes as a clear option that proves the management of 

order, peace, etc., when the town is found above the daily behavior. 

I have left to the end of this part what concerns the educational side put in practice 

through verbal, written information, preventive notices, announcements and fliers and through 

media. 

As a practical-applicative way, I underline the manner which means the analysis for 

each responsible, within the areas of responsibility vis-à-vis the who's with whom, how, 

when, working in joint cooperation, who are intended for civil servants, which is their phone 

number, office etc, so that the relational system between local police and the institution to be 

well harmonized. 

 

2. Local police cooperation with the structures of law of order and peace and not only 

From my experience, I consider that the first step which must be done is the one that 

means the reciprocal study of the documents for each institution by all its components. This 

study of the documents will not violate the privacy of specific areas but it will assume a well-

defined informative documentary picture versus “the object” of work of each institution.  

Then, I appreciate as necessary to highlight the tasks which are complementary, 

followed by the achievement of a common vision which means zoning the responsibilities, 

namely a common establishment of the order and public safety sectors.  

The participation according to law 155/12 July 2010 of the local forces of joint-team 

City police headquarters, the headquarters of the gendarme-structure to carry out the plan to 

ensure peace and order, under the patronage of the mayor shall be set up in another lucrative 

level. 
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Further, I enumerate other ways through which this vision of working together is 

possible: 

- the section plans for joint actions determined by different manifestations; 

- cooperation protocols 

- joint working procedures 

- joint patrols 

- sharing of information 

- exchange of experience 

- training activities in common 

- each other access to the database 

- educational activities conducted in common, etc. 

I appreciate that the model adopted for the relational system may be used as set out in 

paragraph 1. 

 

3. Lucrative relationships of the Local Police with the citizens 
The reason of the local forces coexists in the need to provide services, assistance to the 

population, to the citizens. The citizen becomes both the object of action of the institution and 

the beneficiary of labor. He, the citizen, is the center of interest, of concern, the citizen 

representing the community. 

The motto ' Together for the community, close to the Community ' should not be a dry, 

empty of content, without foundation, but one to be found in every day activity. The 

preventive side of the local police work is strongly supported by the citizen information. 

Local police being subordinated to a decentralized structure and in the service of the 

community, of the citizen, is obligated to give them their reckoning and to act for the good 

order in all aspects. What could be more successful in an enterprise in which there is a 

convergent action between City Hall structures (local police) and the citizens? Almost 

nothing! 

Further, I will enumerate some of the ways through which the Local Police, the local 

police officers and the citizens work together-: 

- the continuous functioning of the call center service 

- the existence of the free call for the citizen's relationship with City Hall 

- the exposure on the internet and the media of the annual, quarterly, monthly 

objectives of the local police 

- the direct contract between the local policeman and the citizen 

- providing flyers, forms, etc. 

- the use of the preventive working procedure through  preventive ' notifications’ 

- local police participation at meetings of associations of lodgers 

- initiating and conducting formal and informal gatherings in the streets, 

neighborhoods etc. 

- the implementation of communication strategies via-à-vis the role, the tasks of local 

police 

- the possibility of visiting the structure - open gates day 

Here, for instance, the informative and transparent is doing at home regarding the 

functioning of lucrative joint local policeman with the citizen. 

 

4. Lucrative local police cooperation, of a local policeman in other administrative bodies 

of the County with local volunteers, police and other local police, as well as some local 

police of other States bordering on our country, with institutions of educational profile 

I believe that the above enunciation conjures up the amplitude of the local police work 

congruent with other vectors with the power of influence and action for the achievement of 

orders issued in the community, to the assurance of the need for mental and physical comfort 
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for the citizen. So, I’ll leave this problem unfinished out of my desire to focus upon it in a 

future article, because it requires a greater attention. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Some important conclusions can be drawn from the above presentation, such as: 

- first of all the presence of the local policeman among the citizens is the real key to 

success; 

- secondly, the rich data base and information which the local police must have and 

which must be permanently updated by him, makes out of him a civil servant with a special 

status within the City Hall 

- thirdly, as the local policeman cooperates with other structures, makes out of him a 

“team worker” highly appreciated by everybody, both citizens and City Hall. 
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